Redundancy Allocation Problem (RAP) is one of the most important problems in the field of reliability.
Introduction
The simplest model of the RAP (Redundancy Allocation Problem) is to assign the identical components for each subsystem. In mathematical models originally provided for redundant allocation problems, it was assumed that the components of the systems are at binary state. This means that the components have only two states: working or failed. In this paper, we intend to model the problem with the multi-state system components in order to get closer to real-world conditions. The multi-state components have several functional states that start from working and end up to failing.
Fyffe et al. [1] presented the mathematical model of the general RAP problem. Their objective function was to maximize the reliability under weight and cost constraints. They solved the model by using dynamic programming. Ida and Yokota [2, 3] provided a simple GA (Genetic Algorithm) for solving RAP without the possibility of allocating non-identical components to 3 that supplier. In this case, the price is the level of discount considered for the total purchased components [16] . Table 1 contains some new researches in the field.
Insert table 1 here
In this paper, in order to optimize the system reliability, we used recursive method instead of the UGF method due to its faster computing speed. The performance of the recursive algorithm to evaluate the reliability of multi-state systems is satisfied. This method also has a lower computational time than other evaluation methods such as universal generation function. In the conducted researches by Guilani et al. [14] and Li & Zuo [13] this fact is confirmed. Also, because that RAP belongs to Np. Hard problems, the GA was used to obtain the optimal combination of components. This paper is divided into five sections. The second section defines the problem definitions the third section deals with solving methods. Section four is a numerical example ant the last section deals with conclusion and further studies.
2.
Problem Definition
The Proposed Model
Consider a system consisting of s subsystems that connected serially, and each subsystem has i n parallel components. The components of each subsystem are multi-state and non-repairable.
Also, the price of each component is calculated according to the total amount of the purchase and has discount level. This model aims to find the optimal number and the type of components in each subsystem considering that only one type of component will be assigned to each subsystem from available components type and the objective function is to minimize the system cost. 
Model Assumptions

Mathematical model
The mathematical model of RAP with consideration of the model assumptions is as follow:
.
Equation (1) is an objective function that minimizes system cost. Equation (2) is the system weight constraint. Equation (3) defines the discount level, i.e., it establishes the value of purchase, at each discount level after determining the purchase value of each component in each subsystem. Equation (4) ensures that the purchase value for component type j in subsystem i should be within the discount levels, and Equation (5) implies that there is at least one component in each subsystem. Equation (6) ensures that the number of components in each subsystem does not exceed the maximum number of acceptable components. Finally, Equation 
3.
Solving methods 6 
Recursive Algorithm
The weighted multi-state k-out-of-n: G system
In multi-state system, each component of the system may be in different states, and in each state, the component has specific performance. When a component is completely failed, its performance is 0 [13] .
Definition 1: In a system with n components, each component of the system may be in one of the possible   1 m  states.
The component i (1 ) in  , when placed in state j, has performance ij g . In this case, the system is in the state j if the sum of the performances of all components of the system is greater than or equal to j k . Assume  is the system structure function that indicates the state of the system, and G is the sum of the performances of all the system components. Based on above definition, we have:
Since state 0 is the worst state in the system, we have:
Recursive algorithm
To evaluate the reliability of the multi-state weighted k-out-of-n: G system, using the recursive algorithm, we first introduce the following parameters. These parameters are only used in this section. Therefore, the recursive equation for evaluating the distribution of the system state is as follows [13] :
The partial conditions for this recursive equation are as follows:
( , 0) 0 when 0 , ( , ) 1 when 0 and 0.
For example, consider a weighted multi-state k-out-of-n: G system with three components. Each component has three possible states 0, 1, and 2. Tables 2 and 3 
.0.88 = 0.3*0.88 0.5+0.2=0.964 
Therefore, the distribution of the system state will be as follows [13] :
 
Pr ( 1) 
Genetic Algorithm
In 1975, this algorithm was first introduced by Holland et al. [30] at Michigan University and developed by him and his students. The original idea of this algorithm was derived from Darwinian evolutionary theory in 1895. According to this theory, those creatures survive that are more adaptable to the environment. Information transmitted from each generation to the next generation is enclosed in chromosomes and inherited properties are transmitted in this way. In this algorithm, according to the principle of survival of the best, the better population are combined together, and depending on the suitability of each solution, this solution will be repeated more often in the next generation, and this process will continue to reach the optimal solution.
Algorithm Steps
Step 1: Generate random population including n chromosome or initial solution,
Step 2: Evaluate the fitness function of each population chromosome,
Step 3: Create a new population based on the following steps:  Selection of parent chromosomes by selective methods such as roulette wheel, tournament, randomly, competitive and so on by crossover and mutation operators,  Considering a certain value for the probability of crossover operator and then doing a combination operation on parents to create offspring,  Considering a certain value for the probability of mutation operator and then using this operation to change one or more genes from a parent chromosome to achieve a new chromosome,
Step 4: Replacing new offspring's in the new population.
Solution Encoding
The problem chromosome is an M S n  matrix presented in Figure 1 . In this matrix, S is the number of subsystems and M is the maximum type of components. These chromosomes are presented by Tavakkoli-Moghaddam et al. [9] . Assume that the model has three subsystems and four different component types, and in subsystem 1, we have 2 components of type 1, 3 components of type 3 and 1 component of type 4, in subsystem 2, we have 3 components of type 1, 3 components of type 2 and 1 component of type 3 and in subsystem 3, we have 4 components of type 1, 2 components of type 2 and 4 components of type 3; the chromosome matrix of this solution is presented in Figure 2 .
Insert figure 2 here
Initial population
The initial population is produced randomly and we refer to this initial population by npop .
Fitness function
Because of the model constraints, it is possible that the produced chromosome is not feasible.
Therefore, the most important problem in using GA for problems with constraints is how to deal with constraints. Penalty functions are one of the first methods to deal with problems with constraints in GA. The penalty functions reduce infeasible solutions, in accordance with the violation ratio of the constraints. In fact, the penalty function turns constrained problems into problems without constraints. Because of the problem constraints, the penalty functions are:
, 0
Therefore, the general penalty function of the problem is:
And the fitness function of the model is as follows:
Now, if the equality is satisfied, the value of T p is 0 and the fitness function is the same as the objective function.
Crossover operator
In this operator, first, the number of parents is calculated with crossover rate and then the parents are randomly selected using the roulette wheel. To perform the crossover operator, firstly select the parent and then the offspring are created using a uniform crossover operator. The operation of this operator is described in [10] . Intersection operations are performed on parent's chromosomes so that offspring's chromosomes are formed. In this operator, for each genome in the parent chromosome, a binary number is randomly generated, which if this number is 1, the genome is replaced in the parent's chromosomes, and if the number is 0, it is not replaced. The crossover operator in the proposed GA is shown in Figure 3 .
Insert figure 3 here
Mutation Operator
In this operator, first, the number of parents is calculated with the mutation rate, and then the parents are randomly selected using the roulette wheel. After selecting the parent, for each genome in the parent chromosome, a random number is generated between 0 and 1 and mutations are performed at a specific mutation rate of the parent chromosome genes. Now, if the generated random number is smaller than the desired mutation rate, the genome in parent chromosome is randomly mutated. If the generated random number is larger than the mutation rate, the gene in the parent chromosome is not mutated [10] . This type of mutation is illustrated in Figure 4 . In this Figure, the mutation rate is considered as
Insert figure 4 here
Selection
In this paper, roulette wheel was used to select the population of the next generation. There are two main ideas in this way. First, better chromosomes have better chances of selecting, and secondly, the chances of selecting each chromosome are proportional to their fitness. For each chromosome, the fitness function is calculated and then the cumulative fitness function of the chromosomes is computed. Next a random number is generated between 0 and the cumulative fitness function of the last chromosome. The corresponding number is compared with cumulative fitness function and the chromosome located at the corresponding distance is selected. The implementation of this method is shown in Figure 5 .
Insert figure 5 here
Stop Criteria
There are many criteria to stop the algorithm, such as the number of algorithms iterations, the improvement of objective function, and so on. In this algorithm, the number of algorithms iteration has been used. This means that this algorithm stops after a certain number of iterations and generation. The algorithm iteration is shown by MaxIt .
Parameter Tuning
The time of the meta-heuristic algorithms depends on their input parameters. The goal of tuning the algorithms parameters is that the algorithm reaches appropriate solutions at a better time. The factorial design is considered. Meanwhile, the stop criterion for parameter tuning is equal to 100 13 algorithm iterations and the response variable in the model is the system reliability. The input values in addition to the optimal value of each parameter, are presented in Table 4 .
Insert table 4 here
Numerical example
In this section, we intend to validate and solve the proposed model. For this purpose, we first design a numerical example. It should be noted that the numerical examples used in this paper are taken from [16] . It is assumed that the system consists of 14 subsystems and three price levels to buy components. The maximum acceptable weight for the system is 100, and the maximum number of components in each subsystem is considered 6, and the minimum acceptable availability (reliability) for the system is 0.9 and the minimum acceptable performance rate for the components is 50. It is also assumed that there are four types of components available to allocate in the subsystems.
In Table 5 , the values of reliability, weight, and cost for each component are presented in all subsystems at different failure levels. Table 6 shows the performance rates of each component when placed in each of the subsystems, and Table 7 shows the probability that the components will be matched to the performance rates of each of the subsystems when placed in each of the subsystems.
Insert tables 5 to 7 here Now, in order to confirm the correct operation of the GA, we solve some small size problems using the precise method of numerical rule, and compare the obtained solutions and its solving time with the solutions and the solving time obtained from the GA. After ensuring that the proposed GA is validated in solving the proposed model, we will solve the proposed model with large size problems with GA.
In this way, we first assume that the problem has five subsystems and then consider a problem with six subsystems. More precisely, it is assumed that the system, once only from the first to fifth subsystems, and once only from the first to sixth subsystems, with the same amount of parameters as in tables 2 to 4. In addition, there are two types of components available to allocate in the subsystems. 14 The total number of problem solutions is obtained according to the numerical rule method of the following equation: 24 We also assume that the maximum number of acceptable components in these problems is 2, the maximum acceptable weight is 60, the minimum acceptable components performance rate is 30, and the minimum acceptable reliability for the system is 0.2.
So, according to the Equation (24), the total number of available solutions for the first problem is 59049 and for the second problem is 531441 and the highest amount obtained in these repetitions is chosen as the optimal solution for each problem.
The enumeration method and the proposed GA are programmed for the two mentioned problems in MATLAB 17, and the best solution and the solving time for two problems are presented in Table 8 .
Insert table 8 here
Since using the enumeration method, increasing the number of subsystems or the number of components types increases the feasible solutions of the problem, and this causes the enumeration method unable to generate the optimal solutions at the acceptable time for the problem. As we saw, the values of the solutions were the same for both methods of solving two problems, which indicates the validity of the suggested GA for the proposed model. But as the size of the problem enlarges, the solving time of the problem using enumeration method becomes too long and the enumeration method is not a suitable method for solving the problem.
Therefore, considering that the proposed GA in small size problems has achieved the optimal solution, it can be used to solve larger size problems.
In order to sensitive analysis, we solved 15 new problems. Assuming that the reliability of the component type 1 in the first subsystem varies from 0.82 to 0.96 and the other parameters of the problem are in accordance with tables 4 to 6. The time and cost of these 15 problem are presented in Table 9 . Insert table 9 here 15 Also, the optimal solution of the problem number 15 is presented in Figure 6 and the convergence diagram of GA is presented in Figure 7 .
Insert figures 6 and 7 here
Conclusion and further studies
Conclusion
In this paper, the reliability of a multi-state RAP was investigated using a recursive method in which there were discounted levels for the purchasing of its components. A single-objective cost optimization model was investigated under various constraints, including reliability, and since the RAP belongs to NP-Hard problems, a GA was used to solve the model. Also, to validate the proposed model, some small size problems were solved using an enumeration method and GA and it was shown that the GA could reach the optimal solution. Finally, a GA was used to solve 15 large-scale problems.
Further studies
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